RESIDENTIAL TASK FORCE
MEETING AGENDA – ADMINISTRATION BOARD ROOM

1. Round table discussion of goals and action items for architectural standards, neighborhood standards and open space standards to be sent to the Steering Committee. Please, come prepared with comments. - All
   • Draft Goals

2. Discuss the context section and discuss revisions/additions. – All
   • The first draft of this document will be distributed at the meeting.

3. Timeframe & deadlines moving forward. – Sue

4. Final report & presentation to the Steering Committee. - Sue

5. Other Business – All

Follow Up

• Connie will circulate meeting notes.

• Sue will revise the draft document to reflect the discussion & prepare a context/highlights text for presentation to the Steering Committee based on the Task Force’s discussion.

• Co-chairs will prepare their comments for presentation to the Steering Committee on Nov. 17th.